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摘  要 
我国引入公允价值的时间比较晚，并一直处于起步状态，直到 2005 年 8 月
15 日，财政部制定并印发了《金融工具确认和计量暂行规定（试行）》规定，






































































The time to introduce fair value to our country is vary late,and the using of fair 
value has been always at a lower level.However,the Ministry of Finance has 
formulated and issued a document which named financial instruments recognition 
and measurement regulations until August 15, 2005.This file requests the firms 
which has been listed or willing to become public company must to adopt those 
regulations.Thus,the listed commercial Banks began to adopt implementation of fair 
value measurement.However,the time of application fair value measurement is more 
slower for a large number of small and medium-sized commercial Banks.Therefore, 
studying the application of fair value measurement in commercial Banks condition 
has important practical significance and theoretical significance. 
Based on the theoretical research of fair value measurement attribute,we use the 
listed commercial Banks as the face and regard the city commercial Banks which 
named Guangdong Nanyue Bank as a points to conduct a case analysis. 
Our results indicate that fair value has been widely used in commercial Banks in our 
country.Although may be due to the caution of management or other reason  
which makes the application of fair value measurement in commercial Banks  is not 
widely enough,the fair value measurement model is one of the main measurement 
model of commercial bank in the future.Moreover,the proportion of financial assets 
and financial liabilities based on fair value measurement to total assets and total 
liabilities present a rising trend to a certain extent.However,may be due to the time 
for the application of fair value measurement in commercial Banks is not long,which 
causes the caution and attention of manager and thus those manager do no want to 
adopt the fair value in the measurement of assets or liabilities,such as the investment 
real estate,thus the proportion is small from the overall point of view.Our evidence 
also show that there is a difference in the using of  fair value measurement between 













that the application of fair value measurement time of listed commercial Banks is 
longer than the small and medium-sized commercial Banks, as well as the scope of 
application of fair value measurement is better than small and medium-sized 
commercial Banks.What’s more,the application of fair value measurement has little 
effect for the owner's equity and net profit of commercial Banks,but the effect is 
different for different types of commercial Banks,the impact on small and 
medium-sized commercial Banks is greater than the large commercial Banks and 
which, to a certain extent, can reflect the current application of fair value 
measurement in commercial Banks is cautious. 
In addition, we find that there is still some problems, such as excessive caution 
limiting the range of the application of fair value measurement,capital markets 
activity limit application of fair value,managers use fair value manipulation 
manipulating surplus management and the disclosure of the fair value measurement 
is lower.In order to promote the application of fair value measurement in commercial 
Banks,we argues that some measures should be taken to further improve the system 
environment construction, gradually promote the application of fair value 
measurement in commercial Banks, strengthen the fair value accounting information 
disclosure, and strengthen supervision on the use of the fair value of the commercial 
Banks and other measures, to enhance the application scope of fair value 
measurement in commercial Banks, reliability, and information transparency. 
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多的关注。2005 年 8 月 15 日，财政部制定并印发了《金融工具确认和计量暂
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